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Common framework for Rethinking Gateway  (Feb 13th, 26th,  2014) 
A possible model for “taking Gateway to the departments” 

Academic Standards and The Writing Program 
 

Academic Standards has just begun to share the ideas on this list and has already 
received substantive feedback from the Writing Committee and other interested 
faculty.  Thank you.  We seek additional, broad feedback as we aim to craft a 
proposal that will address challenges with Gateway in a principled and practical way.  
 
• Change the name of The Gateway Colloquia  

• First Year Seminar, First Year Writing, First Year Inquiry, FY Seminar 
Program, etc.    

• Make it a first year writing intensive course (all courses will have a W flag 
designation, or the flag will be embed in the course description)  

• Allow other General Education categories to count (courses will have a W 
designation, and might fulfill one other General Education category and one 
other flag, G or U).  

• Allow the course to count for major/minor (?) pros and cons here  
• All FY students will have to take the course in their first year, preferably during 

the fall semester  
o Transfer students could get credit only for the writing-intensive 

portion.  They could use whatever composition requirement from their 
former schools.  We might need to revise the writing requirement for 
gen. ed. to state that. 

o Students who fail their Gateway must take either another Gateway (if 
they are freshmen) or another writing-intensive course?  Other 
possibilities might be that they have to work with a tutor or the Writing 
Center Director on a portfolio of writing to demonstrate that they have 
the skills we decide are necessary? 

• Unlink the course from FY advising 
• All courses will be open to all FY students, and FY students only 
• Supervision of program (all course proposals should get CC approval / Director 

of the WP and CC) 
• Supervision of faculty teaching the course (Department Chair or Program 

Director) Writing Program Director should probably have a say in hiring adjuncts, 
along with the departments 

• Faculty who like their existing GW course might continue teaching with minor 
changes 

• Academic units will be accountable for delivering a fixed  number of seminars 
commensurate with resources and this number will be enforced. The 2005 
staffing formula will likely need to be revised. 

• if the proposal is approved by the faculty, the Writing Program Advisory 
Committee and CC will revise current GW language to comply with a FY Seminar 
(writing across the curriculum pedagogy).   


